A functional analysis of tumor suppressor activity for peripheral neuroepitheliomas by monochromosome transfer.
The microcell hybridization technique provides a powerful method for the identification and characterization of tumor suppressor genes. By introducing chromosomes from a normal human cell into a tumor cell, several studies have presented functional evidence for the presence of tumor suppressor activity. In order to map the location(s) of functional tumor suppressor gene(s) for peripheral neuroepithelioma (PNET) cells, we have used the microcell hybridization technique to transfer three individual human chromosomes into three different PNET cell lines, A673, SK-N-MC and TC32. We could not isolate microcell hybrids from one of the cell lines as the transferred chromosome tended to fragment upon transfer. Introduction of chromosome 13 into the remaining two cell lines caused a marked inhibition of in vitro and in vivo growth. Chromosome 11 appeared to harbor a functional tumor suppressor gene while transfer of chromosome 17 caused a suppression of growth in culture, presumably due to the presence of the p53 tumor suppressor gene. Thus, each cell line showed a different response to the introduction of normal genetic information suggesting diverse genetic abnormalities among these tumors of similar histological or origin.